
Speaking to the Heart: Love at the Heart of Social Justice Winter 2019
An evening with Rabbi Shoshanah Conover
 
What role does love play in a life committed to the pursuit of justice? How can we deepen
our understanding of social activism by viewing it through the lens of proximity and love?
Join us for for a heart-opening evening of learning and conversation with Rabbi Conover
and the Orot community.
 
Rabbi Shoshanah Conover is an associate rabbi at Temple Sholom of Chicago and a Senior
Rabbinic Fellow of the Shalom Hartman Institute. Rabbi Conover is a passionate and
committed activist in Chicago and inspires many with her leadership in heartful social
activism.
 
 
 
Speaking to the Heart: the Spiritual Practice of Conversation. Winter 2019 
An Evening with Parker Palmer 
 
In this first of a series of Orot community conversations, we are thrilled to welcome
esteemed teacher and sage, Parker Palmer, to join us in study and conversation. Parker
Palmer will be with us virtually through the zoom platform, and he will join Rebecca Minkus-
Lieberman in a shared study of texts on the vitality and limits of language and conversation.
Their conversation will be followed by communal study and discussion among the event
participants and will close with the opportunity to ask questions of Parker.
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Exploring Sexual Boundaries in Rabbinic Literature: an interactive workshop of text and
art Winter 2019 
Led by visiting Orot teacher, Sarah Palmer. 
 
 How do we understand sexuality within a Jewish framework? In this workshop, we will
explore seemingly contradictory texts, ask whether they are relevant to us today, and
consider the consequences of sexuality becoming a matter of public discourse. The session
will integrate hands-on art-making as a medium for exploring the meaning of these
boundary-pushing texts and ideas.
 
 
Yom Zikkaron Teruah: The Intimate Tapestry of Forgetting and Remembering 
Summer 2018 - Orot’s Annual Community Day of Learning and Practice for the High Holidays
with Orot’s Cofounders and Faculty. 
 
The thread of remembering runs through the High Holiday season and the body of Jewish
wisdom that carries us through these days. How do we remember together, in relationship
with one another? How does our personal rhythm of forgetting and remembering animate
our daily lives? How might digging into these questions guide us towards a deeper
experience of teshuva?
 
 
Death over Dinner Summer 2018 Cosponsored with Reboot
The way we die is the most important conversation Americans are not having. Talking about
death is not easy and we’re not used to it, but we believe that this conversation ultimately
helps us appreciate the fullness of life. 
 
We have gathered rabbis, theologians, and medical leaders to transform this potentially
difficult conversation into one of deep engagement, insight and empowerment that
everyone can be a part of. We welcome you to invite friends and family to fill a table.
Whether you are a Jewish insider, on the margins or Jewish-adjacent, we welcome you to
tap into some age-old Jewish wisdom around grieving and ritual, living and dying.
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Opening Yourself to Another: The Lived Torah of Purim. Winter 2018 
 
An evening of community learning, discussion, wine and homemade hamanstaschen for the
holiday of Purim with Orot's Rebecca Minkus-Lieberman and Jane Shapiro. 
 
Join us for an evening of deep study as we look to the Scroll of Esther and the practices of
the holiday to explore the question: how might the holiday of Purim help us uncover the
transformative power of reaching beyond the self to another?
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